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"Hey! Aren’t you...?" is a question which has greeted me in recent weeks
altogether too many times. The waitress where I eat my lunch, the Swiller brothers at Swillers’ Music Center where I buy records, girls at ci
gar counters where I pay for magazines...even total strangers on the
street have been known to stop me and ask...am I the man with the ten
thousand comic books? I use one of several routines now, depending on
the person who asks me. I may, to the stranger, say "No,
rn/TDP/Z/. and what is this? You’re the second person to ask me that
LU / u KWL:
today," Or, to the casual acquaintance, "Yes, but donTt
believe everything you read in the newspapers..." To a
close friend who really wants to know, I give the full story.

It seems that Phil Castora, about whom more later, got the idea of sell
ing the WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS a story. They didn’t want his story, but
a casual mention of me did interest them. I can see the guy now, "Hey,
Burt, there’s a guy here who knows a whack with ten thousand comic books I
Think it’d make a good human interest story?" So, I got a call on a
Tuesday from someone who couldn’t pronounce his own name, who wanted to
interview me at 10:30 the next morning. Naturally, I spent Tuesday night
and several hours of Wednesday morning playing cards (a game we invented
called Triple Whammy) with Karen Anderson,
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was in rotten shape when the reporter,
photographer in tow, showed up. I had
cleaned up a section of the basement—the
portion with my prozine collection, mostly pulps—a few days earlier,
so I showed them down to it. They looked it over, the reporter asked me
a few questions about science fiction, old magazines, FAPA,.STELLAR, etc.
I carefully kept comics out of the picture, except for stating that I
had some. (Roughly 9,500 are packed away in boxes in the attic for post
erity; the remaining 500 stashed under the basement stair, safely, or so
I thought, out of the way. I hadn’t counted on the NEWS man’s eagle eye.
He snuffed out a few pre-war horror jobs, and leafed thru them.as he
plied me with questions. Finally, an hour or so later, after disarranging
my prozines so that ^they’ll make a better picture,11 the two men left.
"You’ll see it in the Friday NEWS," says our reporter.
The next morning I was roused out of a sound sleep at the unghpdly.. hour
of 9^30 a.m. by someone on the phone
who was -representing a friend of mine
who wants to buy your entire collect
ion.11 I told him to go to hell—I had
a fair idea of what he really wanted
—and went back to bed. A couple of
hours later, I got up and went out for
lunch (I eat no breakfast), and pur
chased several copies of the Thursday
NEWS. Yup, there it was, on page ten.
A 3i x 4 photo of my bearded self
beamed out at me from beneath a bold
headlineIt’s Nostalgic’—HE KEEPS
10,000 COMICS!" Aside from the usual
grammatical errors and typos, the art
icle was riddled with inaccuracies.
Naturally, in addition to personal con
tacts, I’ve received a number ofcrank
telephone calls
(CONTINUED ON P.2o)
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by HARLAN ELLISON

MOTHER LODE

In 1933 a book called The Hollow Folk
was published. It was a careful soc
iological study of Blue Ridge mount
aineers, completely cut off from civ
ilization since the 18th Century,
who had never seen an automobile or
an airplane. In 1953 Zenna Henderson
wrote a pair of stories (J. rar at and
Gilead), fantasies, employing the
same locale and cultural situation
Sherman and Henry related in The Hol
low Folk. Which may be reaching quite
far out into left field for the sub
ject of this particular editorial.

Information is a commodity flowing
in abundance through our everyday
life. All we have to do is open our
eyes on a morning and look out the
window for information.
Twiddling
the dials on the TV or radio we assim
ilate more information; every word from a passing pedestrian adds to
our daily store. Much of it is waste. Much of it isn’t.
I would be willing to give cozy odds that Miss Henderson used the text
of the Sherman-Henry book for source material on her stories. I would
also be willing to give the same stakes that many authors in the top
ranks these days have a wealth—uh-uh, a fortune—of source info.
Which is what I want to discuss here.

Writing is a funny game. It takes a helluva lot out of you, but it gives
you a lot too. It demands a range and depth of information on topics of

THEME AND VARIATIONS: by Ray
Nelson.
Globblie with an
ax, going to
split an atom.•.

wide diversity. At least writing demands
that of a good writer.

bad writer sits down and writes from a
degenerate spark in his own mind, applying
nothing but the most basic of outside in
formation, no experiences of others, no
source material, in a word. His work is an
overgrown hand-me-down of the high school
sophomore writing, ”My Favorite Hobby”.
It has no meat. It has a lot of fat and
lard surrounding a heart of jelly—no hard
central core. It would appear that Miss
Henderson went to the trouble of looking
up the Sherman-Henry book—or perhaps it
was the other way around: perhaps The Hol
low Folk lit that brush fire of the mind
which resulted in such pleasant stories.
Your source material can do that. It is a
never-failing mine of ideas, intrigues,
inspiration and indefatigable information
II: FROM AROUND
TOWN

. Atom with
an ax, going
to split a
Globblie..•

Some notes sent
my way by Mart
in Jukovsky in
form us that the Lyle Stuartlisted
_ ____ _ on the
__ ...
masthead of the older MAD’s is the same one that
publishes EXPOSE, and was profiled by CONFI- _
DENTIAL some time ago. I see no reason why this
should be of concern to us, but it’s always
•best to humor Jukovsky. The word ’’profile” above can be interchanged with ’’defiled”. He
also mentions that the Doodles Weaver article
some issues ago—though not so stated—is a
reprint, circa 1920’ the Stanford humor mag.
Continuing with
these pithy bits of trivia, Martin J. ass
ures us that the composer of the music
for NOT AS A STRANGER is George Antheil,
who wrote BALLET MECHANIQUE, the master
piece orchestrated for sewing machines
and airplane motors. Somehow, it seems
appropos.
Our friend Bill Dignin, reporting a speech
given by a local minister at his school
commencement, reports this classic com
mentary on our times: ’’You know, fifty
years ago, when a young man missed
the stage, he’d think nothing of
sitting down and waiting 24 hours
for the next. Just the other day I
was downtown in Higbee’s department
store where I saw a young man in a
state of apoplexy because he’d missed
the first slot .in a revolving doom ”
rj

HOW OUT OF DATE CAN YOU BE?: About four years
ago, when I was
still publishing DIMENSIONS, and the name was
still Science Fantasy Bulletin, I was going to
run an article on up-and-coming fans. In ess
ence, it was a six-part omnibus with six in
dividual autobiographies of six fans I thought
had tremendious promise, So 1 got the articles
but before I could print the damned series,
here is what happened:

• Ax with
a Globblie,
going to
split an
atom...

JOEL NYDAHL—dropped out of fandom completely
after publishing a tremendious annual.
BARCLAY JOHNSON—ditto, only more quietly

LEW A. GAFF—published one issue of VOID, then
the Air Force grabbed him; no word from him
since.
JOSEPH SEMENOVICH—
moved, and faded
out of the fannish picture en
tirely.

DONALD CANTIN—his mother discovered a tiny
item with an obscepe title which some fan
editor was imbecile enough to print, and
needless to say, she yanked him good and
proper.

CHARLES WELLS—after publishing a few issues
of FIENDETTA, went into FAPA. Then, two
years ago, he joined the Air Force, and
pooof! Nothing more
Oh, since COUP mentioned me (why I donTt know’
when they reviewed Berkeley
Books1 ’’Torture Garden” by Octave Mirbeau,
issued some time ago. I figure a short stand
(more <aptly, a squat) should be taken by my
self on it. It reeks. It is of the school
of medieval French maso-sado-phallic writ
ing, oozing with starved men in cages fight
ing over bits of human flesh, and pretty
young things in summer print dresses carry
ing baskets of epidermis to heave at them.
The thing is fraught with all kinds of sig
nificance, if your stomach will bear up to
the end. Mine just made it. Silverberg in
forms me this abortion is a perfect example
of the brilliant 19th Century novel. Well,
I don’t give a damn how Cultured it is to
enjoy such tripe, this pap makes me ill to
6. Block, about to smash
the boot-tops. Beside it, Mickey Spillane
the whole foul messl
reads like the third volume of ’’Nancy Drew! ”
(idea by Mary Young)
—Harlan Ellison

is not a local pseudonym, and
lest I be accused of filling
STELLAR with pennames, I hast
en to add that this article
was originally submitted to
Harlan Ellison, who passed it
along. I myself do not know who
"Van Dall" is, other than that
he is more than one person. If
the entity that is HVD would
care to continue the column,
ITd appreciate a direct con
tact on the matter.
-tew

IN WHICH WE CONTINUE A TRADITION FOR, nMONG OTHER THINGS, SERVICE...

Here we sit, surveying the science fiction scene through a peephole. No,
not Samuel Roth’s "Peephole Of The Present," a book which some of you
may have read. It used to be advertised in a few promags, and the blurbs
for it, as I recall, asked, in part: "Did you know the brass pinpoints
in the sky are not suns like ours?" or some such drivel.
Which is about as involved a leadin as we care to own up to, but there
it is. Today, we talk about cultism and its influence on science fiction.
First of all, what is a cult? By us, a cult is any group of people hold
ing a mutual belief which is at variance with accepted theory. This in
cludes the Dianetics crew, Samuel Roth, Phonetic Alphabetists, science
fiction fans, vegetarians, and used to include people who paid serious
attention to Albert Einstein. Now people who don’t believe in Relativity
are cultists. ItTs not necessarily stupid to be a cultist—it’s just un
comfortable when you’re all alone in a group of orthodox believers and
very, very heart-warming when you’re in the exclusive society of your
own kind.
Fandom is a cult. If it isn’t, why are you so happy at conventions and
so embarrassed in bookstores? It’s a concentric cult, because it revolves
around the parent cult of science fiction per se. If science fiction is
n’t a cult, why are its producers either aggresively proud or smilingly
apologetic?

s

^nd then we have the epicentric cults.
Thp cults within a cult.
We
quote as examples The Science Fiction’League, The Shaver Mystery, and,
in a certain measure, Dianetics.
As a matter of fact, all three of these
cults—and remember, thatTs not necessarily a dirty word—developed a
basis of their own outside science fiction, and, to a certain extent,
even outside science fiction fandom.
Dianetics and the Shaver Mystery,
in particular, attracted most of their adherents from completely outside
the field.
Somewhere in this land of ours, we’re sure, the deros, teros,
and heros are still rolling happily along.
As for Dianetics, call L. Ron
Hubbard.
So, what’s significant about this? Well,.cults survive by accreting new
members faster than they lose old ones.
I.e., certain schools of science
fiction production are dedicated to the truism that the generation of a
new cult within the cult will pull readers who never cracked a stf promag
before in their lives.

It works.
The Shaver Mystery drove Amazing’s circulation up to the quar
ter million mark, which is something some magazines would love to have
twenty percent of.
It doesn’t work.
Lord knows exactly what the effects of Dianetics was on
aSF, but we’ll bet it wasn’t spectacular.
On the other hand, JVC’s moti
vation wasn’t that of gaining readers, except maybe in very small part.
Nevertheless, Dianetics, which you’d think might have had a salutary
effect, probably didn’t.
It works temporarily.
Amazing didn’t hold on to its circulation, and
Palmer couldn’t take it with him into Other worlds.
Maybe it created
Fate, to some extent.
We wouldn’t know,
’./hat concerns us here as science
fiction aficionados is the impermanence of the result.
To draw an inac
curate analogy, the loss leaders pulled a certain amount of clientele
into the shop, but they didn’t stay,
imd meanwhile, things were so clut
tered up that a few of the regular customers stopped dropping by.

admittedly, that’s a long and shaky limb, because the case isn’t clearcut.
Lord knows what Amazing’s history would be if Palmer had stayed
with it.
Nobody knows what shape aSF would be in if Dianetics had never
been.
But it’s at least a partial case, and we have some more sterling
examples.
Spaceway has breathed its last, despite Criswell and his predictions.
Bill Crawford made a deliberate, calculated play for the cult market.
It didn’t pan.

Ray Palmer’s Man From Tomorrow didn’t bring any money with him.

And does anyone remember Doctor Leo Louis Martello, President and Founder
of the American Hypnotism Academy? Bob Lowndes kept that confined to his
letter columns, but it was a bore from the first.
(And again, it wasn’t
the deliberate play that Shaver was.)
There are some other cults.

Mars .Confidential.

The Veiled Woman, by Mickey Spillane.
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RICHARD E GEIS

WANTED: AN INTELLIGENT FAN WITH WHOM I CAN SHARE AN APARTMENT:

I was
watching
the opening scene of CINDERELLA on CBS tonight...with my mother and my
step-father.
He: You wanna see that?

She: I don’t know.

The other is just as bad.

A few minutes pass.

He: It’s just a lot of music stuff, isn’t it?
She: I guess so.
He: All they do is sing.

Me: No it isn’t! It’s a musical comedy like South Pacific or Pajama Game
or Damn Yankees.
They sing, then there’s dialog, then they sing
again. It isn’t all singing.
A few more seconds pass.

He: Well...I think I’ll go do something else.
to the basement.)

(He gets up and goes down

A precious five minutes pass.
I enjoy what I can, not daring to hope
that I’ll be allowed to watch the whole hour and a half show. Julie And
rews sings her opening song.
Beautiful.
I hope they issue the score
on an Ip with the original cast.
Sure enough...

She: You better turn to something else.

That’s no good.

Me: You don’t want to watch it? (Keeping my voice level and unconcerned,
but resolving to buy a portable tv at the first practicable moment.;

She: No.

You like opera, but we don’t.

Ah, well, maybe in a few months my finances will allow me to move back
to independence...

-- Richard E. Geis

This article was originally fated for a future
issue of Harlan Ellison1s now-dead DIMENSIONS,
and is in rebuttle to a previous article in that
magazine. Tho dated, I believe it is still o f
interest.
-tew
Someone once said that the difference between a goose and a viper
was that a viper is an asp in the grass. In the science fiction
world, we have a great many of both. For some reason, the science
fiction fan (amateur or professional) seems to take great delight
in sinking his little fangs into someone else, discharging a good
dose of venom, and then sitting back to watch the results.

In the March 1953 DIMENSIONS, Richard Elsberry ripped into GernsbackTs SCIENCE FICTION PLUS with great glee, concentrating espec
ially on a story therein entitled nThe Biological Revolt/1 which
was printed in that magazine under the byline of Philip Jose Far
mer. When I read it, I very noisily blew my stack.
Calm down, Elsberry; ITm not sore at you. Quite the contrary; I
agree with you all the wayx And, oddly enough, so does Phil Farmer.

The story was a stinker; an out-and-out rotter. If you want to see Mr.
Farmer cry in his beer, just say "biological revolt" to him, and behold,
his eyes become misty.
Why? Gather round, kiddies, and I’ll tell you.

There are certain editors in the field who believe that an editor1s job,
begad, is to edit. This means that no story can pass through their bluepencilling little hands unscathed. This, in itself, is not a fault. Some
editors can cut down a story to size so neatly and adroitly that the auth-’
or actually has to compare the printed story with his manuscript to find
the changes. ItTs done with all the skill and precision of a surgeon. On
the other hand, there are the butchers.

I have before me, as I write this, a carbon copy of a manuscript entitled
THE BITE OF THE ASP by Philip Jose Farmer. As I read through it, I notice
that it bears a slight resemblance to SFPLUS’s BIOLOGICAL REVOLT; about
the same resemblence, say, that Man 0T War bears to the eohippus. Are you
with me? All right, let’s see what was done to THE BITE OF THE ASP to
change it from a well-plotted, powerfully-written story into the 1930-styl*
mass of unutterable crud that appeared in the magazine.

Just a moment while I answer the small fan in the corner pocket who wants
to know why I am writing this. Here’s why: I think Phil Farmer got a dirty
deal. He was waylaid, relayed, and parlayed. At the Midwestcon, one tact
ful gentleman said: "Well, it didn’t help your reputation much, Phil."
How true, how true. And as long as people think that Farmer wrote the
story, it remains a blot on his otherwise untarnished reputation as a fine
writer.

So I’m going to correct that opinion by giving you a hack-by-hack descrip
tion of how. a good story was ruined.
Take chapter one. My God! What happened to chapter one? Out of twelve
hundred words, a bare three hundred remain. Seventy-five percent of the
first chapter alone has been pared off and thrown away.

Here is Farmer’s first paragraph:
"For some time, the three-sided window glowed with the full moon. No line
or speck marred it except when a mosquito crossed the invisible energy
screen. Then a sudden red glow; the grotesque long beak and dangling legs
flaring up, seeming to spread out, enormously magnified, and the slicing
off of her bloodthirsty buzz. Afterwards, silence and the silver virginity
of the triangle."

Compare that with the meaningless first paragraph of the magazine version:

"The dark lines of a man’s head and shoulders cut across the brightness.
The silhouette hung in the frame and then bent forward to look into the
room."
Cut across what brightness? Hung in what? A picture frame? '.That’s shining?
The sun? The moon? Or a cigarette lighter? It is day or night? Further
reading will not answer any of those questions, because without Farmer’s
explanatory paragraphs, there is no way for you'to know that it is night,
there is a full moon, and the frame is a triangular window frame.

And then we get to the business of the smoke. On page 21, as Mr. Elsberry
pointed out, Bill Ogtate knows that Tom Travers was in Barbara’s room be
cause he smelled "the piney odor of pipe tobacco." And then, on page 22,
Barbara knows that the same Travers, on the same -iSight, is around because
of "the oriental aroma of cigarette smoke." Elsberry suggests that Redd
Boggs would have put it under the heading, OUR FORGETFUL AUTHORS. If Boggs
had done that, he would have been wrong; it should read: OUR FORGETFUL
EDITORS. Nowhere does Philip Farmer mention that Travers smokes perfumed
cigarettes or puts pine needles in his pipe tobacco.
How then did Ogtate know that Travers was in the room? So veddy, veddy
simple. Travers was lying on the bed. Why the editors of SFPLUS put him
in the other room, I’ll never know. It didn’t, let us note in passing,
make Barbara a more moral woman.

The purpose of chapter one was to show the reader how asp worked, and
what it did to people. Children cry, strong men run, even mosquitoes veer
away. And Barbara, because she really loves Ogtate, can take it longer
than the rest, but in the end even she is over
come by fear and panic.
Get this bit of description from the first chap
ter:
"The woman was stretched out like the Mississi
ppi herself; tributary arms and legs at pink
and crooked angles, the dark headwaters high
upon a mountainous pillow, and the delta piled
black and rich." No trace of it remains in
the magazine version. That first chapter went
through the editorial meat-grinder and came out
looking like a teaspoonful of spoiled hamburger.

"No wonder the
story stinks!”

So much for the beginning of the story. The mid
dle suffered a like fate; cutting chopping, hash
ing together of sentences that were never meant
to be connected, and clumsy rewriting.

You want an example? Here’s one picked at ran
dom: SFPLUS version, p.29. Ogtate is speaking.
"Look, Barbara, you have been on some outlying
asteroid, right? You haven’t followed my life
too closely. You would be surprised to learn
the number of women who have offered to share
life with me. I carefully checked the psych in
dex of every one. I was thorough because I hav
en’t much else to do. And I rejected them, lone
ly as I was."

Compare the stilted, stiff prose with Farmer’s
flowing style, a completer, fuller explanation.
Ogtate:
"Look, Barbara, you’ve been off on some outlying
planet, right? You haven’t followed this situ
ation too closely. So you may be surprised to

"tehhhh!"

learn that exactly two hundred and thirty-three women have offered to
share my life with me. dome had children, and they were willing to either
farm them out or, the state willing, asoate them.
"I checked the osych index of every one very carefully. I didn’t have
much to do, so I was thorough, xnd it was I who rejected them. Lonely as
I was, I was realist enough to knew that each and every one had some ma
jor fault—major to me that is—that wrould eventually eat at my nerves.
Within six months, we’d have been slaughtering each other.

"You see, I had the Comprob’s word for that."

Now, believe it or not, I picked that paragraph by closing my eyes, open
ing the manuscript at random, and putting my finger down. Then I compared
it with the SFPLUS version. It’s merely a single example of what was done
all through the story. Farmer’s words were twisted, his logic altered,
and his prose corrupted.
Do you know how asp works? Not if you read the magazine version, you do
n’t. The theory behind asp was worked out of things that are known today
about giant molecules and viruses and the life processes of living cells.
Farmer’s sources included SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and a host of up-to-date
biological texts.

Which brings us to the ball-and-star symbol which SFPLUS gave to ’’Stories
of a serious scientific-technical trend." "Such stories," said Editor
Hugo Gernsback, "contain new ideas which are certain to be realized in
the future."
Then why, may I ask, did he give it to Dr. Menzel’s THE OTHER SIDE OF
ZERO, which postulated the ridiculous concept of negative temperatures,
which is not based on any scientific evidence known today, and fail to
give it to Philip Farmer, whose original conception of asp is based on
valid biological, .principles?
Having discussed the beginning and the middle, we arrive, by the process
of elimination, at the end of the story. And that is a story in itself.

How does an author go about ending a story, anyway? Want to know a secret?
A story, if it is well-written, logically developed, and has good charact
erization, ends itself! The characters act as they would logically be ex
pected to act. That’s why THE LOVERS ended up as a tragedy; Hal Yarrow,
with his oddly twisted moral code, and Jeanette, with her fear of Hal’s
discovering her true nature—their affair could only have ended in tragedy
Now take a look at Bill Ogtate. He’s a lonely man because he is unapproach
able by those who have not been aspated. But if you’d read the original
manuscript, you’d see that he actually liked to be lonely. He wanted some
one who was strong, to lean on, and Barbara Killison seemed to be the
one until she got tight on Ogtate’s brandy and revealed herself as an em
otionally insecure individual. So what’s the logical ending? Boy does
not get girl.
When.Farmer wrote the yarn the first time, he gave it a happy ending;then
realizing that this was not consistant with the characters of Ogtate and

and Killison, he rewrote the ending, in which Ogtate rejects Barbara
Killison, and she marries General Yewliss
And what happened? The editorial cleaver came down on that ending with
a loud thunk!—which chopped off five hundred words from the end and
stuck a sentence from the original ending on it.

The thing ended up as an amputated second ending trying to look like a
happy ending. No wonder the story stinks!
The total result of all these axe-choppings
the thing called THE BIOLOGICAL REVOLT. Can
LOVERS believe that the mind of Philip Jose
dementia, could have produced such puerile,
that? I assure you, good people, he didnTt.

on THE BITE OF THE ASP was
anyone who has ever read THE
Farmer, even in a moment of
early-AMAZING style pap as

Let us suppose that the editor of this zine happened to get an original
Finlay for his front cover. Then suppose he went out and hired some pal
sied grandmother from Skid Row to do the stencil with a dull butcher
knife. The results would have been comparable to what happened to THE
BITE OF THE ASP, and ITm sure Finlay would feel rather justifiably angry
if some fan, quoting this particular cover as an example, said that his
artwork stunk.

So there it is. Phil Farmer wrote a story he was proud of and which he
thought the readers would enjoy; but the readers never got THE BITE OF
THE ASP, Philip Jose Farmer did—right in the fundament.

Evidentally changes were taking place at SFPLU3 before it died in con
vulsions. PhilTs second story for the magazine, STRANGE COMPULSION, came
through without a scar. I think Sam MoskowitzTs fine hand was visible
there; evidentally Father Hugo began to lose interest in his latest
brain-child, and let Sam do the work. It was beginning to show signs of
becoming a publication that was fit to read. Unfortunately—Gernsback
lost so much interest that he dropped the whole project and went back
to his true love, SEXOLOGY.

I hope heTs happy there. R.I.P.

—Randall Garrett

----- FROM WHERE I SIT continued from page 9----------------- It didnTt work. Spillane pulled, all right. But no staying power. We
donTt know what Mars Confidential pulled, except the food up from cur
stomach.

Which, after some eight hundred words which might have some subsidiary
value, brings us to Howard Browne and the source of his sorrow.
Nothing Howard and Ziff-Davis did seemed to help those those super is
sues. They tried modernistic illustrations, trying for the crowd that
claims to understand the New Yorker and The Little Magazines. .No go, and
out went Leo Summers. They tried reproductions of art masterpieces, both
in seven colors and in black-and-white portfolios. To what end?

They tried expensive papers and print jobs, two-color inside illustra
tions, and snazzy layouts, trying for snob appeal. TheyTre gone.

They tried The Man From Saturn and similar pips by slick writers, trying
for the ’mass audience.1

They tried Spillane’s magic formula and the Lait-Mortimer cheap thrill.
They commissioned ’different’ stories. They asked for imitation Spillane.
They shelled out terrific money for ’names’. They got'Billy Rose and B.
Traven. They got Heinlein and Bradbury and Leinster, but there was better
Heinlein, Bradbury and Leinster kicking around. Apparently, it didn’t
have the touch Ziff-Davis wanted, or something.
They paid big for the lead stories and damned small for the ~est of the
issue. (Or didn’t you know? Happens to be true, and accounts for the de
sultory quality of a lot of it.)
They tried, in short, every kind of loss-leader in the world.
?/hat they didn’t try was buying good science fiction and the hell with the
pretty package, which ought, logically, to have come second.

So the ambitious operation went down the drain, and meanwhile GALAXY went
plugging along.
Now, you and we know we’re not hipped on the GALAXY legend. But there’s
one thing, among others, we liked about it then and still like, though
to a lesser extent.
It was a neat package, but not gaudy. The money went into the stories,
where it ought, and the result was that FANTASTIC made a big splash but
never came up, while GALAXY paddled happily along.

So now Howard Browne goes to conventions and curses the past.
And, to a certain extent, he has a right, because he can’t be held account
able for all of it.
But...

Oh, Hell—anybody for a meeting of the Fortean Society?
SERVICE DEPARTMENT: bra*vu*ra, It. bra-voo ra, n. 1. a bold attempt
or display of daring; dash.
2. in music, a) a
brilliant passage or piece that displays* theperformer’s skill and technique, b)Brilliant tech-
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There seems to be a scanty crop to
review this time, possibly because
is ahead of his schedule, but thos
have on hand provide an excellent
to do a little editorialzinS on a subject which has- become
iricr'easingly near and dear to me. On,
j H "hl ; H 'It h OU , t O

!J^!i!^yjj^!^POLARITY #1 from the Busbys, and YANv$n8, both of which carry exten^Hji^mEmEH-sive MidWestCon reports. It is quite
iy^!i!^!l!^!JJ^:interesting to contrast the report by
Busbys in POLARITY with the reby Bob Briney and Dick Lupoff
in YANDRO. I did not attend the con,
IT ve gained a fair idea of what
EmEmEhlEH] went on from other reports (G.M.Carr
HHin CRY OF THE NAMELESS, and Ted White
:'lin NULL-F), and talking with those
ilfrom this area who did go, Pavlat,
::;;Madle, and White. And it becomes imjl-mediately apparent, judging from the
^reports above and from what ITve heard,
■'"that there were two MidWestCons this
HJyear! The one, reported in POLARITY
Sand elsewhere, was attended by a di
s’verse and fairly large group of peol=ple, from such places as New York,
SD.C., Cleveland, Seattle, Bloomington,
SToronto, and Detroit among others. I
Hjget the impression from the POLARITY
^report that most of these people were
Spretty nice, and that, through part
ies, a banquet, and general lounging
by the pool, they all got a chance to
meet and know each other. That’s one
con. The other, according to YANDRO,
was attended by I*N*D*I*A*N*A fans,
who got to meet other I*N*D*I*A*J$*A
fans, plus a smattering of fen from
Cleveland and Detroit. Such’named as
Bob, Tucker and Boyd Raeburn are rare
ly, if at all, touched on in the YAN
DRO report. In fact, the only mention
of Bob is a sentence to the effect
that he left Sunday morning. I think
’some Canadians’ are mentioned too...

Now all of this strikes me as not a
little ridiculous, and tends to bear
out what I said of YANDRO last time.
I admit that with no organized pro
gram, things will be on an individual
plane, but hardly to the extent shown
here. I’ll amplify that a bit. In each

fannish locality, one tends to find groups with inbred jokes, and a close
degree of affinity. But when several of these groups travel to a common
point to join each other, as well as isolated individuals, in conclave,
it is not healthy for the groups to remain in separated areas of thought
and action—pointless in fact, since their sole reason in coming to this
place was to meet others. The D.C. group attended the con, and immed
iately split up to mingle with the others. So, to some degree, did most
of the others. Why, then, did the Indiana group choose to ignore the
other groups? Why did it remain preoccupied in itself almost to the ex
clusion of 4>thers--to the point where no notice was taken of several of
today’s top fans? I do not advocate the worship of such fans as Tucker,
but it seems to me that he is an individual whose friendship is worth
cultivating. I have been in fandom for many years, and have never re
gretted knowing Bob. I think the answer to the question posed above
will also adequately explain why I find YANDRO so poor in quality; why
I could not, in any honesty, recommend it to a non-Indiana fan. To be
an Indiana fan, it seems, is not to be a science-fiction fan.

(YANDRO, Buck Coulson, 105 Stitt St., Wabash, Indiana; the Coulsons,
Stratton, Briney, Lupoff, readers. 150, 12/.g>1.25.
Not Recommended to
general fandom.)

(POLARITY, FM & E Busby, 2^52 14th West, -Seattle 99, Wash.; the Busbys,
entire issue composed of an excellent conrep. 150. 2/250. Recommended.)

VARIOSO #15 is with us, and it is well worth the yearTs wait. The cover,
by Jean Young, is an excellent commentary on Editor Magnus1 procrastin
ation. I have it on what purports to be excellent authority, however,
that VARIOSO will now be appearing regularly. But then, #13 appeared in
1955, #14 in 1956, and this is 1957.
Is that not regularity? The mimeoin
as with #14, is by mein own editor, Ted White, and is up to his usual
level, if not a bit higher. The appearance is enhanced by good layout,
well-chosen illustrations, and the sparing use of varicolor. The material
itself, though unsigned, is entirely by Magnus, and is all of a critical
nature. In VARIATIONS, John tees of on stf as entertainment; in DUCK!
DAVID GORDON! he tears "Gordon’s" ASF "Look Out! Duck!" into small
shreds, in every action exposing the inexorable logic behind his criti
cism; in A HORNBOOK FOR MOVIE REVIEWERS, he first sets up a framework
for intelligent movie criticism, and then proceeds to demonstrate it.
All three pieces are well thought out, and excellent pieces of criticism,
The remaining eight of the twenty pages are devoted to letters by Jim
Harmon, Redd Boggs, Kent Moomaw, Dean Grennell, Ray Schaffer, and Walt
Willis.

(VARIOSO, John Magnus, Jr., 6 South Franklintown Rd., Baltimore 23, Md.
Magnus and letters.
100. Highly Recommended.)

TAFF REPORT from Don Ford has been mailed out to everyone who voted in
the last TransAtlantic Fan Fund election. I do not intend to editorial
ize on the TAFF--White covered it adequately in the last issue--but I
would like to point out that up till the MidWestCon, only 155 of the
total number (257) of ballots had been cast, and that Dick Eney was well
ahead at that point, but he did not receive more than ten votes after
wards. It seems obvious that the MidWestCon swung the elction, and that,
farther, those who attended the con more than doubled their votes. I
leave the conclusions to you...

BRLFSK! is a letter-substitute from John Champion, designed to fill the
void between the dead FAN-ATTIC and the coming IMPASSE. It contains a
number of interesting letters from various fans on the last FAN, plus
info on the coming zine and Champion's new (college) address.
(BRLFSK!, John Champion, Fleming House, 1301 E. California St., Pasa
dena, Cal.; Inquire about IMPASSE.)
FLAFAN #1 is here from Sylvia Dees, who informs us that besides being a
Fla. Fan, she is 5'5", 32-20-32, 98#. In addition to this rather bold
introduction, FF features thirty pages of material, each dittoed on one
side of each sheet only, making the appearance of bulk deceptive. The
dittoing, especially of artwork, is strikingly good. Unfortunately, the
material is not up to the quality of the reproduction, but I trust that
this will be taken care of in future issues.

(FLAFAN, Sylvia Dees, P.O.Box 4032, Mallory Hall, U. of Fla., Gaines
ville, Fla.
Sylvia Dees, Larry Stark, Jean Young, Matilda Romanoff,^
John Berry, Alan Dodd. Free for trades, contributions, or comment. Good
for a first issue.)
—Franklin Ford
--------UFFISH THOTS (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4)—----------------------------------------------------------------- 1

and letters. So this is what it's like to be a minor celebrety, eh? You
can have it. Me, I may even be forced to shave my beard off!
(You know, I can't help wondering how much better the writeup would have
been if someone sympathetic to stf, such as Harry Warner Jr., had been
the reporter in question.)

I
I mentioned Phil Castora up there. Phil is a dark-haired guy in his twentj
ies, originally from Pittsburgh, down here to be a Scientologist. A lack .
of funds interferred, so Phil has been taking free night courses and the
like (Magnus, John Hitchcock, and I joined him in a one-week P.E. Course),
while he works during the daytime. With thish he replaces Dick Eney as
Assistant Editor. The title—hollow as it is—is not an empty one. The
Ass't Ed is the guy who helps type stencils and like that, and Phil has
already made himself useful in this department. Eney, on the otherhand,
has done practically nothing for the past several issues, and has not
I
even gotten his col’unn in. Since I'm not that dazzled by his 'name', off
he goes. Sic Transit Somehow...
Elsewhere thish you'll see an ad for FANAC UNLTD. This is net a gag!
John Magnus and I have formed FANAC UNLTD. for a serious reason. As the
ad states, the ruination of many a fan is the drudgery involved in pubbing a fanzine. We have pooled our not-inconsiderable resources to elim
inate this drudgery, in an attempt to raise the activity level of current
general fandom. We are offering a number of services designed to make
fanning fun again. Mailing lists, the services of the QWERTYUIOPress
(which has, thru the purchase of a second A.B.Dick 100, opened a Balti
more branch), supplies—stencils, ink, styli, lettering guides, shading
plates—at a discount, all of this to help you. And your—and our—gain
is fandom's gain. If you're interested, write. We can do it cheaper, and
probably better...That's what we're here for.
—Ted E. White
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LETTERS:
Beginning with this issue, the letter column will
be in this new format. The type ussd is micro-elite
and has fourteen characters to the inch and a great
er proportionof white space between lines and let
ters than pica. The reason for its use is the con
servation of space. However, it will not be used
on anything but the letter column, and, if the zine
is crowded, the editorial.
HARRY WARNER, JR.

Consider yourself thanked very
much for the 12th issue of STELLAR, and my congrat
ulations for putting out a better-than-average is
sue of fiction, and also for your decision to meta
morphose into a more generalized fanzine. The pre
dominance of fiction has been the only fault I’ve
ever been able to find with STELLAR. There just
isn’t enough fiction written about fans to fill
big issues with good stuff, as you’ve certainly
learned through the hard times of the past year.

The contents of this issue pleased me for pretty
much the same reasons that I liked the previous
issue, the pleasant sensation of remembering half
forgotten excellencies.
I’d encountered most of
the satirical items in one place or another and
through some miracle or other, I’ve even read the
things being parodied, except for the basis of the
Parker item.

Burb was just telling me, incidentally, tthat
van
Vogt was tickled to death with Paul Spencer’s item
when it originally appeared, and amazed that Paul
had caught the essential points in the original
yarn for parodying purposes. But vV was apparently
baffled by the ending,
thinking that it held some
deep inner significance, while Paul tells me that
he simply stuck it on at the end in order to ere-

ate a finish even more obscure than the celebrated
close of "World of Null-A”.

I really think that the Smith and Gould items are
the most deadly bits of satire out of these half
dozen items, however, mainly because they’re short.
The great danger in this sort of thing is shooting
your bolt early, then keeping on for pages and
pages because you want to complete the parody on
the plot of the original. Gould’s item is partic
ularly effective because it’s a generalized bit of
parody which is effective even if you’ve known only
one or two fans in all your life. The Parker item,
on the other hand, depends to some extent on person
alized knowledge of this or that fan.
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Not actually. Since Parker knows none of us
well enough, he was forced to form his own
characterizations, and any names would have
done as well.
The Gould story, if you check
with the original version in OBLIQUE, you will
find heavily edited in spots.

It’s nice to see another complaint about the TAFF
messes, although like you, I saw nothing wrong with
Madle as an ambassador from here to there. I think
that I stuck into the new HORIZONS my own idea aabout how the thing should be handled: vote at
each convention to determine the identity of the
person who will receive the dough for the next
convention, and pick an alternate in case some
thing happens to the winner,
then raise money
through such methods as the Sneary anthology. That
way, you won’t buy a pig in the poke and there
will be little danger of some complete idiot spring
ing up between conventions and grabbing the nomin
ation through some sort of political maneuvering.

readers
reactions^

the field to themselves these days are going and
gone; I understand that Leeh has invented folk mus
ic fandom ^Much to the puzzlement of Greenwich Vil
lage..
and Jan /jansen/ has been suffering under
the loss of his duplication facilities.

E

Yes, and among the better new fanzines, the
word is ”no more than four or five issues a
year. ” , . .

F. M. BUSBY

Well, it looks like six colors front
ing STELLAR #12;
do you make six runs or do you
have a technique of stencilling several colors r>n
the same ink-pad?? Either way, the hat is doffed.
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I aardly think such a plan would, be workable.
As Ford points out this issue, it was the
MidWestCon that lost Eney the election this
year.
To vote for the TAFF representative
solely at a convention seems the sheerest idiocy, since the readers and non-fen outnumber
the fans who know what it’s all about by about five to one.
This would encourage even
heavier politicing to gain the ’uninformed’
vote.
Never having attended a World Con, I
doubt you realize the extent to which Fandom
has been pushed to one side to make room for
the Big Circus.
The NyCon was an excellent
example. (Harry Warner continues:)

A close examination of the cover would answer
your question; all colors touch or overlap,
therefore, all are printed separately. This
way all color pads can be saved for future
use.

Much as I hesitate to differ with your editorial
judgment, I found your reprinted fiction-satires
head and sacrum above the new pieces; such as ’’Baby
is Fifty" can be reread annually with the original
sound-ef f ects . Pon* t kill fan-fiction dead in STEL
LAR; just use it like straight-grain in a highball
—moderately.

Have no fear; future issues will include fan
fiction by Willis, Karen Anderson & myself,
Jack Harness, and others.

Can’t bring myself to mourn the death of "The Death
of Science Fiction". Not that it was so bad, but
everything else in STELLAR was always better. And
besides, I came in during the intermission.

Hugely enjoyed all pro-parody items, but was Park
The fanzine reviews were interesting, although I er’s stencilled strictly sic, or was a Tired Typ
don’t see how the 24th SKYHOOK could have been ist responsible for the anti-Webster slant?
stencilled two years ago, then run off on a recent
ly acquired Gestetner which uses a special kind of
The latter I’m afraid.
I tried to catch as
stencil.
much as possible, but in two weeks I typed over fifty stencils,not an easy job,especially
since I do the actual editing (of such stories
Redd had to restencil most of his material onas Gould’s and Parker ’ s) as I type, intuitively,
? to Gestencils. I’m glad you find the reviews
I trust the addition of Castora to the staff
r interesting.
I have come to the conclusion
will cut down the typos and misspellings; he’s
| that a review in itself is of little importa walking dictionary.
x ance; the average reader isn’t concerned with
: who liked whose fanzine. In fact, the only
(hmmmm, the Franklin automobile
: fans who scour the fmz reviews are the faneds, Re Franklin Ford:
z seeking mention of their own zines. So I’ve had an air cooled engine which ran hotter than
r
Deen encouraging ’’Ford” to editorialize to a most, didn’t it? And the Ford...) Actually, FF is
z greater extent, to use his reviews to bring a Ghood Bhoy and Miz Pemberton sez she wouldn’t
5 up basic points of interest to everyone.
To dream of giving his identity away. Aside from loc
z some extent he has already, and he will more al chauvinism, "Ford" covers the ground with more
gusto, than venom.
I think he’s a li’l bit too
in the future.
rough on some items (not CRY) but who isn't?
You probably have the right idea about the import
I stand somewhere between you
ance of regular frequent appearance if you want to On TAFF:
Ford,
but
out
of the line of fire, I hope
put out a really topnotch fanzine.
I’ve always
'height that regularity was one of the reasons fine STELLAR.
that SPACEWAYS used, to win first place in thepolls.
And the lwo regular f anzines you. mention as holding
finis

and Don
A real

The greatest single cause of gafia in fandom is drudgery.
Subscription lists have been pared, circulations limited,
APA’s joined, solely to avoid drudgery. So many people
have limited their fanac to FAPA in order to avoid drudgery,
that one has to join FAPA or cut himself off from a large
percentage of fandom.

How many great zines have folded after publishing an annish? How many others have folded, rather than limit circulation, after getting bigger and popular, and more popular...?
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One of FaNAC UNLTD.ts new ideas to revitalize fandom is sets of ready
made address stickers, engineered to just the section of fandom you
want to reach. These addresses come, 33 to a sheet, ready/to stick onto
your fanzines without further ado. For these addresses, we have surveyed
the files of a dozen magazines, including DIMENSIONS & /CISNCE FANTASY
BULLETIN, STELLAR, and VARIOSO, and have divided them into three levels,
or sets.

The first file of 99 names is drawn from the most active fans in the
world, including the pros who are interested in fandom. It includes all
the professional fanzine reviewers, fan published, writers, and artists
If your circulation is less than 100, this is the list you need. You
can easily add your own names to any not included here; the important
thing is, 99% of your work is done before youart.

The second file includes the first, with 99 ..additional names: less act
ive pros, dependable subscribers who are not necessarily active fans,
but who are in the habit of paying cold cash for the priviledge of read
ing things by those who are, and fans whose activity does not quite in
clude them in the first list, although they are entirely worthwhile.
J

The third file of 297 addresses includes the first two, adding 99 more
addresses of people who have expressed enough interest in fandom to at
least subscribe to a leading fanzine. The implication is that they might
subscribe to yours. ^3-3

/

UNLIMITED

FANACTIVIT Y

Are you willing to pay a penny not to have to type
ten addresses? Get these label files, then, and
free yourself for more interesting work. You get
ten copies of each address in these files—enough
to last for a couple of years for most fans.
1. File of 99 names - 990 labels........................... $ .99
2. File of 198 names - 1,980 labels.................... $1.98
3. File of 297 names - 2,970 labels..................... $2.98

Order from Ted White, 1014 '*• Tuckahoe St., Falls
Church, Va., or from John Magnus, Jr., 6 S. Frank
lintown Rd., Baltimore 23, Maryland.

(FANAC UNLTD. can also supply the services of the
QWERTYUIOPress +o eliminate another area of fannish
drudgery. Write for rates.)
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